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         Imagine you're a lion on the African savanna or maybe a sneaky crocodile

lurking in the water. These animals are called predators. They have special skills to

�nd and catch their meals.

         In the wild world of animals,

there's a delicate balance between

predators and prey. Predators are

animals that hunt other animals

for food, while prey are the animals

that are hunted. Let's explore this

exciting world and learn more about 

predators and prey. 

          Lions are the kings and queens of the jungle. They work together in groups,

known as prides, to chase and catch animals like zebras and wildebeests. Hawks

are birds of prey with sharp eyes and strong talons. They swoop down from the sky

to grab rodents, snakes, or even �sh. Wolves are smart predators. They hunt in packs

and can catch animals like deer or rabbits using teamwork and strategy. Dolphins

are like the playful predators of the ocean. They're super swimmers and use their

speed and teamwork to hunt �sh.

          Now, think about being a rabbit in a meadow or a deer in the forest. These

animals are called prey. They must be alert and quick to avoid being caught by
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          Predators and prey have an essential job in nature. They help maintain balance

in ecosystems. Imagine if there were too many zebras and not enough lions. The

zebras might eat all the grass, and soon there wouldn't be enough food for

everyone. Or if there were too many lions and not enough zebras, the lions might

go hungry.

predators. Rabbits are small and fast. They use their big ears to hear if a predator is

approaching and can hop away in the blink of an eye. Deer have excellent eyesight.

They can spot predators like coyotes from far away and escape by leaping

gracefully through the woods. Gazelles are like the speedy race cars of the animal

world. They can run very fast to escape from lions and cheetahs.

          Isn't it amazing how animals in the wild have special ways to �nd food and

stay safe from becoming someone else's lunch? Predators and prey are like the

characters in a thrilling adventure story, and they all play a vital role in keeping

nature's balance. So, next time you explore the great outdoors, remember to keep

an eye out for these incredible creatures and appreciate the beauty of the predator

-prey relationship in the wild!
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1) What is a predator? Give an example. 

3) Why are predators and prey important in nature?

4) How do rabbits stay safe from predators?

5) Give an example of an animal that hunts in groups and uses teamwork.
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6) What is the main di�erence between predators and prey?

7) What is the main idea of the passage?

8) Why is maintaining a balance important?
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